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Identification of “Black
Petrels”, Genus Procellaria
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downloaded from
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birding/archives/
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T

he genus Procellaria contains five species of medium-sized to large petrels of the
southern hemisphere: White-chinned Petrel (P. aequinoctialis), Spectacled
Petrel (P. conspicillata), Westland Petrel (P. westlandica), Parkinson’s Petrel (P.
parkinsoni), and Gray Petrel (P. cinerea). Among the five Procellaria species, Gray Petrel
is distinctive, being ashy gray above and white below with dark underwings, so it is
not dealt with here. The four other Procellaria species, which I collectively term “black
petrels”, share mostly to entirely blackish-brown plumage and pale bills; they represent
both underappreciated and overstated identification problems. Geographic distribution is presented on p. 58.
Two Procellaria species, White-chinned and Parkinson’s Petrels, have been found in
North American waters, and an appreciation of intraspecific variation should help in
evaluating future North American records. The easiest reference points for North
American birders are the large shearwaters such as Pink-footed, Flesh-footed, and
Greater, along with Northern Fulmar. This article assumes some familiarity with large
shearwaters, and is based largely on my at-sea experience since 1990 with hundreds
each of White-chinned, Spectacled, and Westland Petrels, and with 30+ Parkinson’s
Petrels. I also examined all specimens of “black petrels” housed at the museums noted
in the Acknowledgments section.

Size and Shape
Note: In the discussion that follows, I refer to individual bill plates; this practice is
useful when describing exact bill patterns. The names of different bill plates are
labeled in Fig. 1.
White-chinned Petrel (Figs. 1–4; Figs. W1, W2), Spectacled Petrel (Figs. 5, 6; Figs.
W3–W5), and Westland Petrel (Figs. 7–10; Figs. W6–W10) are all distinctly larger and
bulkier than large shearwaters, with larger heads and stouter bills; they should also
appear noticeably larger than a Northern Fulmar. Indeed, observers new to the Southern Ocean may initially mistake mid- to long-range flying White-chinned Petrels for
the much larger giant-petrels (Macronectes spp.). Be aware, though, that size differences among tubenoses are often more apparent on birds in flight, when wingspan and
wing width can be appreciated, than on birds sitting on the water. Relative head and
bill proportions still hold on sitting birds, however, and should always be checked.
Although White-chinned averages the largest and heaviest species, the measurements
of the three large Procellaria species overlap considerably (Marchant and Higgins 1990,
Ryan 1998); at sea, size is unhelpful for distinguishing among them. Westland averages thicker-billed with a blockier, squarer head than White-chinned, but on a lone
individual this distinction is unlikely to be appreciated unless an observer is familiar
with one or both species. Conversely, the relatively small and rounded head of Whitechinned can appear noticeably different from that of a typical Westland, and helps one
identify birds at moderate range.
In contrast to the “big three”, Parkinson’s Petrel (Figs. 11–15; Figs. W11–W15) is
notably smaller, being more-or-less the same size as a large shearwater, such as Flesh-
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footed, with which it is often seen in New Zealand (Fig. 15; Figs. W14, W15). Relative to the larger black petrels, Parkinson’s has a smaller and more-rounded head, a
smaller bill, and a longer wing projection when at rest on the water; in flight its wings
often look relatively long and narrow compared to the broader-winged “big three”.
Relative to Flesh-footed Shearwater, the bill of Parkinson’s Petrel is about the same
length but averages deeper, with a more pronounced maxillary unguis and a shorter
culminicorn (Fig. 13, Table 1). Its tail averages shorter and its wings longer (Murphy
1936, Marchant and Higgins 1990; Table 1). At rest on the water, Parkinson’s is
slightly stockier than a Flesh-footed Shearwater, with a larger head and neck, a
thicker and often shorter-looking bill, and a longer wing projection beyond the tail.
All four black petrels have relatively short and graduated tails, and, on flying birds,
the tips of the toes often project beyond the tail—which can create a slightly jaegerlike effect (e.g., Figs. 4, 6, 16–18; Figs. W16–W18). But the legs and feet can also be
pulled into the body feathers, so that there is no projection beyond the tail (e.g.,
Figs. 14, 19, 20; Figs. W19–W21). Some authors have reported specific differences
in toe projection, with White-chinned’s toes hardly projecting, and with Parkinson’s
having the longest projection. For example, Shirihai (2002:162) states in the photo
caption for Parkinson’s (Black) Petrel that the bird is best separated from Westland
Petrel by its foot projection beyond the tail tip. My observations indicate that toe
projection is variable in all black petrels, and, although perhaps most pronounced
on Spectacled Petrel, it is unreliable for specific identification. It also may be that toe
projection reflects ambient temperature, with toes being tucked in when it is colder,
and exposed more often in warmer conditions. On Flesh-footed Shearwater, however, the toes do not project beyond the relatively long tail (Fig. 21).

Plumage
The plumage of all four black petrels is predominantly blackish brown, darkest on
the head and upperparts. Black petrels usually appear darker than Flesh-footed
Shearwaters (and much darker than dark-morph Northern Fulmar), but on resting
birds their primaries are still blacker than the tertials. In worn plumage, and perhaps
especially on first-year birds, the plumage can bleach paler and browner, which is
usually most pronounced on the belly and upperwing coverts (e.g., Fig. 19).
White-chinned Petrel, as the name suggests, has a white chin patch—but this
mark is often very small and difficult to discern at sea (Figs. 1–3). Of a total of 103
specimens examined by Murphy (1936) and Rowan (1951), one had the white
“chin” restricted to only a couple of feathers, but most had a distinct, small, white
patch. Murphy (1936) noted one bird that lacked a white chin patch, but this specimen has been re-identified as a Westland Petrel (Brinkley et al. 2000). One British
Museum specimen (BM #1977-9-11, a female collected 27 February 1968 at Campbell Island, New Zealand) is labeled White-chinned Petrel but has a solidly dark
chin; its measurements are equivocal and its bill characters lie within the range of
Westland Petrel (e.g., Figs. 3, 8; Figs. W8, W9). Molecular analysis might be the
only way to confirm the specific identify of such birds, which appear to be rare. The
white chin patch usually extends forward to meet the bill base, but on four of 43
British Museum specimens it is limited to a medial band or patch on the chin (personal observation). There is also some geographic variation in the extent of the
white chin patch (Figs. 2, 3; Fig. W19), which averages more extensive on Atlantic
and Indian Ocean birds than on Pacific Ocean birds (personal observation; British
Museum specimens). I have seen one leucistic White-chinned Petrel (with a narrow
white eye-ring in addition to its white chin; Fig. W2), but it seems unlikely that leucism in the other black petrels would exactly duplicate the pattern of a typical
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This article presents an overview of
the identification of the four species
in the “black petrel” complex, genus
Procellaria. Several “black petrels” have
been reported in ABA-area waters,
including a well-documented
Parkinson’s Petrel off California
in October 2005, and additional
records are expected.
From top to bottom: Spectacled Petrel, Westland
Petrel, Parkinson’s Petrel, White-chinned Petrel.
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White-chinned Petrel.
In addition to a white chin patch, Spectacled Petrel has a
variable ring of white feathers on the sides of the head
(“Ring-eye” is the Tristan islanders’ name for the bird).
Usually this white ring is conspicuous, even on juveniles
(Ryan 1998), and it can be seen easily at mid- to long range,
when it often stands out most noticeably on the crown.
Occasionally, however, it is greatly reduced (Fig. 6; Fig.
W5) and can be inconspicuous other than at close range
(~2% of 300 birds I have studied at sea). I deduce from primary molt timing that poorly marked individuals are usually first-cycle birds. On such birds, check the bill pattern
(see “Bare Parts”, below). The white chin patch of Spectacled Petrel is usually limited to a white medial band (personal observation; all five British Museum specimens).
The plumage of both Westland and Parkinson’s petrels is
entirely blackish brown, except for the possible effects of
bleaching (see Fig. 19).

Table 1. Composite measurements for Flesh-footed Shearwater and Parkinson’s
Petrel. From Murphy (1936), P. Pyle and S. N. G. Howell (unpublished data), and
the author’s examination of specimens. Measurements are in millimeters.
Exposed
Culmen

Bill Depth Bill Depth
at Base
at Maximum
Gonydeal
Expansion

Wing
Chord

Tail

Flesh-footed

38–46
n=79

14.7–17.6
n=20

11.1–13.5
n=20

318–337
n=72

108–122
n=72

Parkinson’s

39–44
n=16

16.0–18.0
n=4

12.5–14.6
n=4

326–359
n=13

93–106
n=15

stands out at sea, even at long range. The bill plates on Procellaria petrels are typically outlined neatly with thin black
lines, a feature that is rather different from the more-uniformly pale bill of a Flesh-footed Shearwater.
My experience is that any interspecific differences in bill
color are not appreciable at sea (but beware of possible age
Bare Parts
differences), and that bill plates exfoliate, with pale-yellowIn all four species, the eyes are dark and the feet blackish
ish outer layers flaking off to reveal a more greenish “underor very dark gray—this latter character being a good feature
coat” (Fig. 7; Fig. W11). Attention to exact bill pattern,
relative to Flesh-footed Shearwater, which has pink legs
however, is important in identification; recall that the difand feet. The overall bill color of all black petrels is a pale
ferent bill plates are labeled in Fig. 1 for reference. Bills
ivory-yellow or greenish yellow, and the pale bill typically
average larger on males than females, and adults average
deeper bills than juveniles
(Marchant and Higgins
1990; personal examination
of specimens). Such differences are rarely apparent at
sea unless extremes are seen
together, and they are
unlikely to compromise
species-level identification.
White-chinned Petrel has
a
pale creamy-yellow bill
naricorn
with a contrasting black cullatericorn
minicorn, naricorn, sulcus,
and maxillary tomium,
culminicorn
which combine to neatly
outline the bill plates (Figs.
maxillary unguis
1, 2; Figs. W1, W2). The
ungues (except for the
tomia) are pale, like the rest
ramicorn
of the bill, and the “all-pale”
mandibular unguis
bill of White-chinned Petrel
sulcus
is a good field mark visible at
long range. Exceptionally
(~1% of ca. 200 birds seen at
sea) the ungues can be
Fig. 1. White-chinned Petrel, showing the names of the different bill plates. This bird has a fairly typical white chin patch, at least for
tipped black (Fig. 3), invitPacific Ocean birds. There is a little dusky on the ungues but the overall effect is nonetheless of a pale ivory-yellow bill with a black sad- ing confusion with Westland
dle (culminicorn). Off Valparaíso, Chile; 16 August 1995. © Steve N. G. Howell.
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Fig. 2. Whitechinned Petrel
(front) and Westland Petrel (back).
These birds are typical examples of each
species, showing
the classic bill patterns (pale-tipped
on White-chinned,
black-tipped on
Westland) that
identify more than
90% of individuals.
Kaikoura, New
Zealand; 11 December 2004. © Steve N.
G. Howell.
Fig. 3. White-chinned
Petrel (apparently a
first-cycle bird) with
atypically extensive
black on the bill tip,
which overlaps the pattern of a poorly marked
Westland Petrel (see
Figs. W8, W9). Fortunately the white chin is
visible, and the bird is
not in wing molt (see
text). Off Valparaíso,
Chile; 2 November 2004.
© Steve N. G. Howell.

Fig. 4. White-chinned Petrel (left) in flight with
Pink-footed Shearwaters and Kelp Gulls. Although the flying shearwater and petrel are not at the
same distance, the petrel’s
broader wings, much bigger head and neck projection, larger (pale-tipped)
bill, and relatively shorter
tail (with toes projecting)
are all distinctive. Off Valparaíso, Chile; 2 November
2004. © Steve N. G. Howell.
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Petrel. On such birds the white chin should be looked for,
and also note that Westland Petrel averages more-extensive
black on the distal portion of the nostril tube (Figs. 2, 7, 8).
Spectacled Petrel has a bill pattern similar to that of
White-chinned Petrel but usually (>95% of ca. 200 birds)
the ungues are tipped blackish to dusky, creating a noticeable dark bill tip (Figs. 5, 6; Fig. W4, W5). Birds with little
to no blackish usually have bold white spectacles (e.g., Fig.
W3), and there may be age-related variation in the extent
of blackish bill markings (older birds having less dark), as
in Westland Petrel.
Westland Petrel typically has a pale-yellowish bill with a
black naricorn, culminicorn, unguis, and sulcus; often the
base of the maxillary unguis is pale but the effect of a boldly
black-tipped bill is not diminished. The black bill-tip versus pale bill-tip is the classic at-sea distinction between
Westland and White-chinned Petrels (Fig. 2). However,
some Westland Petrels (<10% of ca. 100 birds) have dark
tipping to the ungues greatly reduced (Fig. 8; Figs. W8,
W9), and such birds could be mistaken for White-chinned
Petrel. Close-range views should reveal some dusky marks
on the bill tip (which White-chinned can also have) and an
all-black chin, but without molecular analysis some birds
may defy specific identification. Also note molt timing differences (discussed opposite). Juvenile Westland Petrels
reportedly have slightly more-extensive black on the bill
than adults (Marchant and Higgins 1990), so perhaps the
palest-billed birds are old adults.
Parkinson’s Petrel has a bill pattern similar to that of
Westland Petrel, but the ungues are usually pale basally, at
least in adults. This means that the dark bill tip on Parkinson’s is often not as striking as on a typical Westland (Figs.
7, 11, 12, 15; Figs. W6, W7). But some Westlands have a
bill pattern essentially identical to Parkinson’s, and a
Parkinson’s Petrel specimen from the tropical eastern
Pacific has an extensively black bill tip (Fig. 13), as did a
2005 bird off California (Fig. 20; Fig. W10). Bill size, head
shape, overall size, and molt timing are features to check on
such birds. Age-related variation in bill color has been
reported for Parkinson’s Petrel, with some fledglings’ bills
having an ivory to blue-white ground color, whereas others
are adult-like in color (Marchant and Higgins 1990); the
ivory or blue-white bills reportedly develop adult color
gradually during the first five years of life (Marchant and
Higgins 1990).

Flight Style and Behavior
These characters vary so much with wind speed and with
wind direction relative to flight direction and flight mode
(e.g., milling over food versus direct flight) that they are of
little use for specific identification. In general, all of the
black petrels are proficient and quite bold scavengers read-
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ily attracted to boats that are discarding offal or to fishing
boats setting baited hooks; they are thus susceptible to
death as incidental catch, which is an increasing threat to
populations of many larger tubenoses. They also readily
accompany boats for long periods. In light winds, black
petrels glide and wheel low over the water, alternating
glides on slightly bowed wings with bouts of strong but
fairly languid, loose flapping, the wings held fairly straight
out from the body or slightly crooked; in stronger winds
they wheel higher and flap less.
Because Parkinson’s is the smallest and lightest species, it
tends to have an easier, more buoyant flight than the larger
black petrels in light winds. But it still has a “heavier” flight
than large shearwaters: When viewed among Flesh-footed
Shearwaters following a boat in light winds, Parkinson’s has
slower and more languid, or measured, wingbeats, and it
tends to wheel lower over the water. In contrast, Fleshfooted Shearwater (which in North America is often
thought of as a big, lumbering shearwater) has relatively
quick, almost flicking wingbeats, and a more buoyant,
higher-wheeling flight style. These differences, while subtle, can be appreciated in direct comparison.

Molt Timing
In general, adults molt when not breeding and immatures
(and non-breeding adults) start molt about a month or
two earlier than breeding adults. Note that juveniles do
not start wing molt until almost a year of age, and so they
are in fresh plumage and not molting when the rest of the
population is molting. Therefore, active wing molt can be
supportive for specific identification, but absence of wing
molt is not. As with all tubenoses that range widely and
rely on unpredictable food sources, occasional individuals may be found in molt outside the main molting periods. Indeed, such exceptions may be more likely in the
case of vagrants that have switched hemispheres, so molt
timing is not necessarily a diagnostic feature for any
given individual.
Provisional molt timing for the primaries is as follows
(Marchant and Higgins 1990; personal observation):
White-chinned molts mainly February to August (but see
Fig. W17); Westland molts mainly October to March; and
Parkinson’s, mainly March to August. Molt timing for Spectacled Petrel is poorly known. Based on reported egg dates
(Ryan 1998) and observations at sea, most birds probably
molt between March and August; some Spectacled Petrels,
however, complete their primary molt between late March
and mid-May (two British Museum specimens; personal
observation of birds at sea; Fig. W5). This result suggests
that primary molt can start in November–December, and it
may indicate a more protracted (or bimodal?) breeding season than is currently recognized.
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Fig. 5. Spectacled Petrel. A typical individual, with a distinct dark bill tip. North of
Tristan da Cunha, South Atlantic; 30 March 2005. © Steve N. G. Howell.

Fig. 6. Spectacled Petrel. A poorly marked individual, with an extensively dark bill tip and a
primary molt schedule suggesting a bird about
one year old. North of Tristan da Cunha, South
Atlantic; 30 March 2005. © Steve N. G. Howell.

Fig. 7. Westland Petrel with extensive black on the bill. Relative to Parkinson’s Petrel (Figs. 11, 12), note the large head and bill, and the
relatively short wing projection beyond the tail. The pale-greenish “undercoat” of the latericorn is exposed here, with a patch of brighter
yellowish at the base. Kaikoura, New Zealand; 9 December 2004. © Steve N. G. Howell.
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Fig. 8. Westland Petrel with reduced black on the bill, similar in
pattern to a typical adult Parkinson’s Petrel; some Westlands can
have even less black on the bill tip
than shown here, and thus overlap in pattern with White-chinned
Petrel (Figs. W8, W9). Relative to
Parkinson’s (Figs. 11, 12), note
this bird’s large head and bill, evidence of wing molt at this season,
and the relatively short wing projection beyond the tail. Kaikoura,
New Zealand; 11 December 2005.
© Steve N. G. Howell.

Fig. 9. Westland Petrel with Flesh-footed Shearwater. Sometimes the difference in overall size between the “huge”, bulky petrel and the “small”, slender-billed
shearwater is obvious in direct comparison, but at other times it is less so (Fig. 10). Kaikoura, New Zealand; 11 December 2004. © Steve N. G. Howell.

Fig. 10. Westland Petrel with
Flesh-footed Shearwater. Although the difference in overall
size is not so apparent here (cf. Fig.
9), the petrel’s much more massive
head and bill are immediately diagnostic (cf. Figs. 15, W14). Kaikoura,
New Zealand; 11 December 2004.
© Steve N. G. Howell.
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Fig. 11. Parkinson’s Petrel. Relative to Westland Petrel (Figs.
7–10), note the smaller and morerounded head, more-slender bill,
and generally less-bulky build with
a thinner neck and relatively long
wing projection beyond the tail.
Hauraki Gulf, New Zealand; 7 December 2004. © Steve N. G. Howell.

Fig. 13. Comparison of bill shape and
pattern between Parkinson’s Petrel
and Flesh-footed Shearwater.
From top to bottom: CAS specimen
no. 926 (male Parkinson’s Petrel, 18
June, outer primary not fully grown
and molt completing); CAS no. 927
(female Parkinson’s Petrel, 14 October; no wing molt and worn plumage
suggests a first-year bird, and note
extensively black bill tip); and CAS no.
9519 (male Flesh-footed Shearwater,
27 February). © Steve N. G. Howell.

Fig. 12. Parkinson’s Petrel. A relatively stout-billed individual, perhaps a male. Distinguished from Westland Petrel (Figs. 7–10) by the smaller bill, the smaller and more-rounded head, and thinner neck; at other
angles, the long wing projection would be apparent (cf. Fig. 11). Hauraki Gulf, New Zealand; 7 December
2004. © Steve N. G. Howell.
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Fig. 14. Flesh-footed Shearwater
chasing a Parkinson’s Petrel. The
petrel’s slightly larger size (especially its longer wings), more-rounded
head shape, blacker plumage, and
slightly more-graduated tail shape
(here with no toe projection) can all
be appreciated in direct comparison;
but on a lone bird these features
would be hard to discern. Hauraki
Gulf, New Zealand; 7 December 2004.
© Steve N. G. Howell.

Fig. 15. Parkinson’s Petrel (right) with Flesh-footed Shearwater. The petrel’s blacker plumage, stouter and pale-yellowish bill, black legs, and long wing projection are all
good features to separate it from the shearwater, but its overall size and bill size are quite similar, in contrast to corresponding characters on the more-massive Westland Petrel
(cf. Figs. 9, 10). Hauraki Gulf, New Zealand; 7 December 2004. © Steve N. G. Howell.
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Fig. 16. White-chinned Petrel.
Note the “all-pale” bill and
wedge-shaped tail (with toes projecting); if you look carefully, the
white chin is just discernible.
Compare the apparent wingshape differences with Fig. W20.
Kaikoura, New Zealand; 10 December 2004. © Steve N. G. Howell.

Fig. 17. Westland Petrel. Note
the black bill tip and also the
wing molt, which is typical of
non-juvenile Westlands at this
time of year. Compared to
Parkinson’s Petrel, note the
more massive head and neck
projection and the bigger bill.
The head-and-neck projection of
Westland may be likened to that
of a Cooper’s Hawk, whereas the
smaller-headed Parkinson’s is
more like a Sharp-shinned
Hawk. Like all black petrels,
Westland often shows toe projection (as on this bird). Off Valparaíso, Chile; 4 November 2003.
© Steve N. G. Howell.
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Fig. 18. Parkinson’s Petrel.
Note the relatively small head
and neck projection and small
bill (vs. the thick-necked and
block-headed Westland Petrel;
Figs. 17, 19, W21). Relative to
Flesh-footed Shearwater (Fig.
21), note the thicker neck, paleyellowish bill with a messier dark
bill tip, and the more-graduated
tail, with toes projecting. Hauraki
Gulf, New Zealand; 7 December
2004. © Steve N. G. Howell.

Fig. 19. Westland Petrel.
The plumage of some individuals (mainly first-year birds?)
can bleach strikingly, particularly on the upperwing
coverts; I have noticed this
most on Westland Petrels,
which may simply reflect the
times of year when my observations are concentrated.
Note the wing-molt timing;
the large, blocky head-andneck projection; and the
large, black-tipped bill. Off
Valparaíso, Chile; 2 November
2004. © Steve N. G. Howell.
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Fig. 20. Parkinson’s Petrel. The
relatively small head, overall
build, and relatively long and narrow wings all help distinguish this
bird from Westland Petrel. Note
the suspended wing molt, with
the paler and browner outermost
primary not yet replaced. Cordell
Bank, Marin County, California; 1
October 2005. © Eric W. Preston.

Fig. 21. Flesh-footed Shearwater.
Note the slender pink bill with a
clean-cut black tip, and the relatively
long tail (cf. Parkinson’s Petrel; Fig.
18). Hauraki Gulf, New Zealand; 7 December 2004. © Steve N. G. Howell.

Twenty-one additional photographs of “black petrels” appear in a web-only
supplement to this article: <aba.org/pubs/birding/archives/vol38no6p64w1.pdf>.
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